Routine Weekly Weather Briefing

➔ As of 11 AM Tuesday May 28th, 2024

* Highlights

➔ Quieter pattern prevails this week.
➔ Low rain/storm chances return Friday into this weekend.
Partner Highlights

Marine Highlights

➔ No significant marine impacts expected.

Aviation Highlights

➔ No significant aviation impacts expected.

Fire Weather Highlights

➔ Unseasonably low RH values inland midweek, but light winds will keep fire weather impacts minimal.
A cold front will gradually push off the coast through tonight.
Thunderstorm Potential

This afternoon

Isolated afternoon showers/storms mainly confined to this area.

Overall severe and heavy rainfall threat is very low.
Second Half of the Week

➔ Drier high pressure builds in behind the front, keeping mainly dry conditions in place through the week.

➔ Temperatures within a few degrees of normal each day.

➔ Isolated afternoon storms possible again beginning Friday, but overall drier than normal conditions still favored through this weekend.
7-Day Tropical Outlook

Atlantic Waters

Seven-Day Graphical Tropical Weather Outlook
National Hurricane Center Miami, Florida

Tropical cyclone activity is not expected during the next 7 days.

Reminder: Atlantic Hurricane Season starts June 1st!
Key Messages

➔ A few isolated storms near and north of Charleston this afternoon. Otherwise, dry conditions expected.

➔ Mainly dry conditions and seasonable temperatures continue Wednesday and Thursday.

➔ Low storm chances return Friday afternoon, but overall drier than normal pattern still favored through the weekend.
Briefing Webpage

→ weather.gov/chs/briefing

Next Briefing

→ 11 AM Friday May 31st
→ Method: Webinar

Disclaimer

→ Information contained in this briefing is time-sensitive

Contact Information

→ 843-747-5860 (Public)
→ nws.charlestonsc@noaa.gov

Web

→ weather.gov/chs

Facebook

→ NWS Charleston SC

X

→ @NWSCharlestonSC

For Southeast South Carolina and Southeast Georgia

Information contained in this briefing is time-sensitive